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METRIC MEASUREMENT

.3

.. We need-to:measure something
`almost-every day. 'If we make a pot
of.coffed we are measuring: When we

listen to the weather report, we are
responding to measures. If we count
caldries were using" measures.

.If we don't take rime to
'measure we may-have problems., For
example,.the woman in.the picture
has a'reil problem. She just
;bought .a refrigerator..Ws too.
high for the kpace where it,should
go. 'What coui'a she,have done to ..

prevent this-problem? . .

.
.

.
.

There were two things she
should have measured,before she
bought the refrigerator. She
shduld have measured the space
where she was going to" put it:.
Then she.should have measured the
refrigerator at the store. The
second picture. shows hey 'measuring"
the-heightof the reftigerator.

;1

.4
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This.person planned ahead.
He has a place where he wants to
put a teleivision set.. He measured
the height of the space and of the
TV he wants to buy. Since he
measured the space, he knouts if it
will fit.

These,-people did not plan
ahead. The sofa'will not. fit
fhreugh the .door. It is too wide
for the doorway,. What should they
have done before they tried to move
the .sofa through the doorway? -

-
THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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These are' some of the times
when people'need to measure. You
can probably think of things you
Measure at home, at work; ,and at
play.

More and more companies are
uslngthe-metric systeM when they
measure. In a few 'yeers.euryone.
'will have to know it.. The metric
system is easy to learn-and easy.to.
'use. When you turn the page ryou
.will begin using the metric system. -
The more you use it the better you
-will-know it. Pretty soon you will
even begin to THINK METRIC:.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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METRES

Doing Metric Activities

Aclivity'l. A1ETRE HIGH

Go to the resource table. .-Pick
up one of the°metre sticks. Stand
the stick up on the floor. Hold it
in place with one hand. Walk around,
the stick. Now stand next, to -the
stick, With your other hand, touch'
yourself at the top-of the metre,
stick. This is how high a metre is.

Act ivity "2 . METRE LONG

Pick up the'metre,stick again.
Hold one arm out straight at
'shoulder height. -Put the metre
stick along this arm until the end*
hitsthe.tip of your fingers.
Where is the other*end of the metre
stick? Touch yourself at that-end.
This is how long a metre is. Try,
to remember the length of,a metre.

ACtivity 3. A METRE WIDE

Choose a partner. Stand beside
each other. Move apart so that you
can put one end of a metre stick bn
your partner's shoulder and the
other end of the metre stick on your
shoulder. Look at the space between
you. This is the width of a metre.
Move away from your partner. Walk
around the room. Now see if you and
your partner can come back together
and stand so that you are a_metre
apart. Check with a metre stick.
Find a new' partner and see if you
two can stand a metre apart.

S'
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Act v i ty ROOM

. Find a partner. Each of you
get a- metre stick'. Measure the
length' of the room in metres, ,Write
the length on a piece of paper.
Write the "letterm for the word
Metre. If the room is five metres
long, write 5 m. Now measure the
width of the room in metres. Can

ybu find the height..of the room?

Activity- 5. STEPPING' METRES

GO out in the.hali. Mark a °

=spot on the'floor with a piece of
chalk or,tape. 4 neasure 10 metres
4own'the, hall-and mark that.gpot.
You now have two marks on the floor
and thoy Should be 1,0 metres apart.
Now walk from one marl eo.the,other.
'How many Steps did you take? Keep
-trying until- you take the same
'number of steps each time.

Activity, 6 METRES AROUND TILE ROOM

.Take your metre stick and
measure some big things in the room.
Before you meaSure guess if each
object is shorter or longer tha'n a
metre.: You might measure the height
of the"doorknob from the floor. How
high are you? How. long is a table? t.

_How high is the window?...the door?
Flow wide is the window? ...the table?
Guess- and then measure. How close '

were your guesses to the actual
'measures? (You may want to do this
again after you finish Activity 9.)

"kr
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QECTMETWES,

Sometimes a metre is too big
for what we want to mea,sure. When
that_is so we use a part of a metre..
One w-dyofusing apart of a metre '.

is by dividing metre into 10 e4ual,

parts. This smal ler part is called
a decimetre.

.\ 4
Take \a metre 'stick. Put one

thpmb on.the number 40 and the other
thumb on the number 50. Your thumbs

are a decimetre apart.

\

o

Yot can. get another idea of a.

decimetre by1 looking at the pidture
heie. Beside the closer end of the.

wavy me,.re is a section that.is one.
decimetre long. How many decimetres
are there in one metre? Check your
answey with the answer on, page 60.

CENTER FpR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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CENTTES
We can divide a metro into

smaller 'parts.' 1r a decimetre is
ut into 10 equal parts, each part. 7

is a centimetre. Take your metres....
stich-anditit one thumb at the
number 9. Put*the other thumb at
the,nuillber SO. Ybur thumbs arc ofie
centimetre apayt.,;

You can get - another idea of the
size or a centimetce iri the picture
below. ;rills picture. shouts a metre,
a decjmctre,: and a centimetre. The
symbol. cm means cehti.metre. flow
many centimotres are there in one

Acimetre? How many centimotres are
there 1.n one metre? Check your

----an-gwellhe ones given on page
61).

A, a
.1!-01

rt
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. Look at t . pictnre of the

.

. screwdriver ext to the ruler._,, One
end of the screwdriver is'atthe Old
of thetfulcr,near the numbepl. The,

other cry .of ,the. screwdriver&is at
tthe 17 mark. This means --that the

0
scre*driVtr is 17 cm- -long.

-
tabk,at..-the pictuxe of the nail

next-to the'.centimetre ruler. Qne

.
. end of the'nail'is at the c.il..ef the

.
, '

,.
ruler ll'oar the number 1. The:other
end 1. the'riai1 is between the.5'
mar and the CHmark*--This-means."

..
,. \ t t thenail is between S cm and
.,: cm long.- Is 'she encl- of the nail.

closer to the S mark fir the 6 mark?

' A
It is closer to the 6.mark $.o. we

0 .

would say th,zt'the'nail is about_

. .
6 cm long.. ,

V'

4. a

cfar...
0

0

,

4.4
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Metric Ac iv,ities

Act ivi ty 7, CLITIE'IRES

Go to ,the resource tabl and
puck up a iltric niter. I'm the
ruler aerorss\ the na i I
finger.' lloi;' FT de is ,

fingernail? Bend your/
first' joint._ Measit -d t)
ruler., -Ilow-lon-g i it?
width of the pal of your
the ruler. I o w-i-d e ,is th
your iraid,? Wfite your answ
piece of paper. Compare. you
answers with another person..\

of yOur index
ter index
thkunb at the
is.with the
Measure the
hand' with

palm of
rs on a

A tivSty 8.

\ Use you
'4obj \ts on th

shoo

GUESS AN!) MEASURE

me su
pie
cent
.6bjec
Check

f
\ pot, an

f the o
Write )
aper..

Nqw 1
ohr close

w

3 41

ruler to measure the
resource table. You
encil, an eraser,

bookl, .Gtiess the
ects before .you
our guess on a

se, cm for the word
Leasure the

are,,your guesses?
th someone else.

JJ
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Activity 9: METRIC TAPE MEASURE ,

A metric, tape measure is 150 cm .

lorig. and made out of cloth or' soft.
plaSeic. Use a metric tape 7 easure
to measure yourself. IeaSure our
waist ,your hips, and yaui- che t.
Compae6 these measurements' with' the
Buttericle-Pttern Measurement Cha t.
What size pattern 'would you buy?
C eck with .your teacher to see if
ou have the right 'pattern, size.

Also measure= the distance around
your thumb, the distaRce around </you-i
neck; and. the length of your shoe.

Ac tivity. 10 BODY- isEASURDIENTS

Fills in tile.-iinseasurements.. for
man,, a woman,. and 'a child: or large
doll. Use the" next page to 'write
your. answers: Be sure to put the
symbol cm after each 'meaSurement to
show that this answer is in
centimetres.
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BODY MEASUREMENTS

A Man

p

.11.eight

Neck

..-.
\

,t. Hip (Seat),
0 .N.,.

. ;. .

/L.-Woman

.0

SleeVe

a.

Bust

O

Hip BACK WAIST
,LENGTH

,
Waist

4
'i

F

Back Waist:
Length

,,

31 Small Height

Child

CheSt

Waist

Foot

C(11:1:1
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Using Metrics at Work,'
1

'People'usb centimetres to
measure lots of things in their-
work. Here: is a picture of a shoe
clerk measuring a child's foot.
The foot is, being measured in
centimetres. .The clerk will then
know the-correct shoesize ['Or the

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Here is a picture of a man
_trying on 'a suit. The sleeves are
too long. ne tailor ,is;; measuring

--the-s-leeve"with,a centimetre. ruler.
This will tel the tailor,. how Many
,centimetres to shorten Al & sleeve.

Metre stieks and rulers are not
easy to use if you want to find out
how big your waistAs, Tailors and
sales clerks :in clothing stores use
metric tapO measures. BftauSe a
Metric tape measure is 150 cm.longo,
it isone 4nd' one-half metres long.
Here i5 a pictUre of a tailor using
,a metric' tapemeasure to measure a
person's waist.

IZI

0

8)

:
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'MILLIMETRES

There is one other small metric
unit that People use for measuring.
This is called a millimetre. -There
ate 1'0 millimetres in one centimetre:
There are 100 centimetres.in'one
mette. There.aret10 decimetres-in
one metre.

Doing Metric Ac'tivities

Activity /i . MEASURING NiII,LIMEIRES,'

Go to the resource table and. get
a metric ruler. Each of the marks op
thesruleY is, for a milime6.e. To
help you measure, the centimetres-
have been ntmibeied. Remember-that'
each centimetre is ten millimetres..
Look a..t the picture of the nail next
to_ -the railer. One end of the tail is
at the end of the ruler near the
number. 1.- The other end of the'n'ail
is between the'5 mark and the 6 mark.
This means that''the nail between

..

50 mm 'and 60. mm long. Note count ihe';'
small lino markings frdm the 5 to':
the enU of he nail. Did you count.
7 lines? This means that the nail
is 57 mm long.

-14-
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Act iv i ty 12. MILLIMEIRS

.Go to the resource :table and
;thedsure the thickness of each of the
:following: a paper clip-wire and a dime.
,'How 'thick are they? They; should both

abOut 1 mm thick. Measure the
:thrcknesS,.o f your _fingernail.

Act ivi ty ME TN MILLIMETRES

Measure some parts,of ybcself
miTlimetres. Writrdown the -measures that you "find, Be' s'ute

ti,se th,e symbol ,mm. Measure- your \
tl e finger. How long .is.our

little finger? How wide? Measur
your longest finger. How 1Ong
'that finger? How wide? Compare your
medasnrementS with othei' people in ".
class.

Act iv .j ty .;'MORE, MILLIMETRES
,

GAto the resource table.
fluesso t'he length Or the folldwing
thingss.:: paper buttori, needle;

:`bOl,t; ..sY;tapler, pencil. book, and, the
"table. Also, guess, the wid'th of the
table abd ef,the. book,. Write all
yotir guess-es- on a sheet of Pa-per,..

measure eac t o t ese
objects . flow CI bse wore' your
gOeSse.,?:

.40
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Activity IV.UP IIIMOICE

-T----Measure the lengths of-the
cigareii-e-s-onthe resource table.:,
Is the 100 mm d-i-gar_ette really
J00 mm? What about flie-120Mml
cigarette? How long is,the ather'
cigarette?

ly e -1

- 4' .

.4-11

A

Activity 16. MILLIMETRES AND CENTIMETRES

Pick .up a 1,00 mm cigarette... WOw
many centimetres long isit? 'So,
100 Mm.= cm; 'MeasUre a 120 ma'
cigarette in centimetres. 120 mm =

cm. Check your answers With. the
ones given on page -60.

. Me-pure the toothbrush On'the
resource table. It. .s MM,OT

long. -.

Look'at the picture of the nail
Li
Jong. This is 5 em and 7 mm. -Since
there are, 10 mm in each cm, 1 mm
0.1 cm (one tenth of a centimetre)-
So, 7. mm = 0.7 cm-and 57 mm,=-5-.7-cm:

Measur; e the lengthof the paper
clip. It is. 34 mm. This i.,-the:Same
as 3 cm and mm. Since there are:

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

10 mm in one_cm, each illimetre is
0.1 cm. So, 4.mm = cm. The
paper clip is 34 mm or3.4 CN long.

'Measure the toothpick: It is
r mm or cm, long.

1: 9
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Metrics at Work

The picture,here showy a
illimetro next to a cenzimetre. It

al shoWLaAactmat-re and a yletre.
Peop will use mi.11imetres to
measure .many things. In, fact, most
measures will be in=millimetres or
metres. Centimetres mostly will be
usedto_measure people and their
clothes.

a
C

0'.

: 14

C

0

a.
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4. Some people whc will use
'mil imetres in theta work are
plumbers. Here we see a plumber
measuring a pipe. Befdre another
pipe wtill_fit this pipe it must` be
the bright size. The plumber -is -

Measuring the diameter of.the pipe
in milliMetres.

4,;*

O

Hems in clothes. are .measured in
'millimetre-s. In this,picture,a- '

tailor is hemming a dregs.. The
tailor measuring-the hem in
millimetres. . ,

C

a

O
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. Small objects are not the only
things that 'are measured in
millimetres. The carpenter in the
Picturb is looking over *.a- supply of

\lumber, One set of boards is 40 mm
.14idc_b_y_ _9Q mm Anbthei, set of
'boards is 20 mm by 140 mm. Sheet.
of plywood and plasterboard are
12.0G mm by WO mm. Mos t 'doors are
2100 Hilt

,

O

C-

:

.

O
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.KILOMETRES

---------777-7S75-1.a:r-we-llave worked with
metres and-sMaller parts of metres--
.gentimetres and millimetres.' The
kilometre is a unit larger:than the
metre. "There are 1000 metres in a
kilometre. The/',symbol km\is us,ed
for,kilometr

ft\Doing Metric .Activities
,

.0Adivity '17, STEPPING .KILOMETRES
c

. .

_
) . . ,

Hoy fax is h kilometre? ..
, ...

__
. i -Remember ACtivity 5' where you --

'

A

,stepped off 10metres? If each'step,
.is one metre, then 1000 steps mould %

1.4Aone.kil6mtre.. Step off some,. ,

dislances and see`if.they are a
kilometre. How far is jt'arounds:
your block? How far is it from
claSs.to where you live? If you
walk,,scount the number of steps:
1000 steps is 1 km, 200*0 'steps is
2'km4500 steps 2.5 km, 1428

, steps, is 1.'4281 km. Walk to several
placed from wheye-oU Count
theasteps and then write the
disthnce in kilometres. Js there
any place that is exactly one
kilometre from'where you. live?

as

THE CENTER FOR.VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 20
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Using Metrics at Work
4

When you want to4know how -far It.
froin one place to another, you give

that .distance in kilometres. When you
..Want to knot_ how fast a car is going
you giVe that---spe4d- in kilometres per

The symbdl, km is used for
kiloMetres. . The symbol km /h, is used
for Vilometres per hour.,.

`4 'fere: is a bus driver dr-i4n
bu-9 down the 'highway:. The;

speed imit 'is on the sign.
says. that the speed limit is 80

Or 80 kilometres per hour:.
The 'speedometer -tells' us how fast
the bus going.

4

a

- e
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0
,Along t e hig

signs that te 1 how
the next city. The
picture says th
kilometres th Do
Signs 'will have
This sign used th

way th
fp- it
ign in

't 15
wn. Some
word kilom
mboi km.

Who else needs. to IN:ow the
number of kilometres it is from on
place-to another? Ti- ek drivers,
pilots, police, fire fighters, and
taxi drivers are some ef\the people
who meed°to knOw distane c-in r

kilobletres. .11ow many job":can you
think of where people need: \to use
kilometres? Discuss this w th-
others in your class:

i
.

.
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SQUARE CENTIMETRES

.Here'is a square centimetre. It
easures 1 cm by'i cm. The symbol
r square centimetre is cm2.

..
\ow look at :t4 rectangle. -It

measur s 5 'citi by 3 cm. It has been
-divide intp square centimetres.1\
flow many \I\square centimetres' are
there in iiiis-rec.tangle? Count
,them and you should get ,P5. We say
-that the ard".oC. this rectangle is
15 square cen nettes,-.*F twrite
it,15 cm ?.

Look at thp next rectangle. It
is' 4 ciri by 7 cml* What the area
of this rectangle?' There a.Wtwo
ways yOu can find out. One, way-is
to count the number of squhre-
selitimetres that 'are in the -0

rectangle. Another way is to see
that th.:Jrc are!..4 rows,-,With.7
squares'? in each row. Four rows of
seven is 7 + 7 + 7 + 7, or 4 x.7.
4loth ways you should bet the same
nswer--28 cm2. Area. is always-

gvven in square units. So{ de not
f&rget to put the eorrect,symbol
fo\ area after. the number.

0

SQUARE METRES
e..

1+. ny people wi,11t)ilot usd
square ent.iietres in their work.
Th.ly wi use,a much lai-ger unit -a
square m tre. flow big is a sql.are
metrq? u will get an idea of the
size of a \square metre in the Doing
Nettie Activities section: 4

(1:71:1C
' * ' ' ty

Tpe VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Doing Metric Activities

Activity 18. SQUARE METRES

Get together with three
partners. -There should be four
pdbple in your group.. Take four
metre sticks and form a square.
Put the sticks together on the

-.floor so that they touch only at the-
corners. The scitiare should look
something like the one pictured here,
The'space inside the square is one
square metre. Look around the room.
Do yop Sde'anything that looks as
it has-an area of one square metre?

O

Activi ty ,19 . LIVING l'ETRES

Do you remember how' tong a,
metre is You and your three
partners"get together. again. *Stand
facing each other, and form a square.
Hold your right arm out straight
at shoulder length. Touch yourself'
with your left hand so that the
length from the end of your right
hand tb your left hand is one metre...
Have the partner on your left touch
you with her right hand at the
place where you have your left hand.
You touch' the partner on your right.
With your right hand_ where he has
his left hand. .Keep going until
every partner is touching, another
partner. Now lo k at the space the
four of you,hav formed. . This space
shoulcl. be a sqLate,metre.

a
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Adtivity 20. METRIC ROOM

In .Activity, 4 you measured the
:,length and width of/ the room in
me-tres..,i What is the area O-f:the

in.square metre's? .Hqw many
.squaremetres of carpeting would it
take for this room ?' You alSo,

-.measured the height of ,the room,
:Find hearea of each wall in
square metres. Find the total area

',of all the walls in' the room. -How "'Y
many square metres of wallpdper
would it take to paper thigropm?
What did you do about the windows
wand, door's? Did you subtract their
",areas when you found the area of a

4

Wallpaper hanger's must know .how,
=,Much wallpaper to buy for the walls
of a room. To do that they have to
know-certain things They have to
,find the area of the walls -of the foot.
They must know.how often ,the pattern
in the paper.repeats.-..1 They have to
knowAthe width of.the wallpaper. And
they heed to know the height of the
wall space to be covered.

0

O

2 8
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Using Metrics-at Work

Where do4eopae use square,
metres in theirfuork? The 'next few-,
pitture-s.shoulq .give you an idea oT.
s,ome,:of the 'people_who use square
theltes in theiTwtirk.

People who ,sell carpets use
. ,squaremetres.., Inthe firstk.

picture, the sales clerk is hClping
someone pick the carpet-the petson
wants. The price of the carpet is
$9.00 for'each square metre ($9/10).

. Before .the clerk can complete the
sale, `she needs .to-know how much .

carpeting will.bq ne:eded. One-way
to do this is to" meSkIre the place
to be carpeted.
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! clerk
the 'secon4 picture the sales

has gone to measure the, roOm.
Lf the'room is a rectangle, then all
she needs to measure is the-length
.and'thp width. If she Measures the
length and,wicIth of the room in
'metres, and multiplies these numbers,
.shb will find the 'area in square
metres (m2)..

\

\
.. -

\ ,
.
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4
Other people-Alse squa;e.metres

when they work. For example,' ,this
wallpaper hanger is measuring, the -":

wall so he will-know how many rolls? .

of paper to order. Rolls or
wallpaper.come,in many widths. But;
each roll has the same number of

...'stluare metres of wallpaper. One
thing the paper hanger, needs to knoW.
,is-the area of the wails in, square
netres.

\ ;
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-- , Thereis an even bigger unit
for.area.- This units tife hectare,
"and,it is used.for Measuring. land.
A hectare has awared of 10 000 m2. '

\II

,This farmland would be measured in.
ectares. The symbol for hectare is

ha. You may ,think that this is a-funny
symbol, but to a farme'r this is no
,laugli'ing matter.,

O

2 V.

r A

illagjares/ k is
)/})).0

ri.
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MASS
r

KILOGRAMS

In thiS picture you see ,a,-scale:
,A .scale is used to measure the
weight or mass -of things . you 11041it
want to find', the weight' .or mass of :
the foods in the picture. The mass
of an objects is a measure- of the
amount of matter' _in the object . This
amount" is always the smile unless Toil
add 'or- subtract some matter from- the
object. Weight is' the term most "

people use when they mean mass-;
Weight- is affected "by gravity; inaSs
is hot.° The, weight of someone ,on.
earth, might -be 120' pounds; his
weight on the moon would be '20
pounds: But , his mass" on earth and
on the moon. would be' th$ same. The.
.metric system does not .measure
weight -. -it -theasur,es mass :

use the term mass. for the rest of '

this Workbook.
7'

Kilograms area used to -find the
mass of heavy things: The symbol
for kilograms is icg. You write. 48
kg for 48 kilograms.
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Doing Metric Activities

A-Et ivi ty. -21. FIND YOUR MASS

Use the bathrooin scale to fihd
yourmass. What is your mass ,in
kiloirams?/

Activity- 22. :KILOGRAMS

o Pick up One Of the kilogram
maser pieces, on the resource:table.-

. Get' a feel_ for"- its mass. Pick up--
two kilogram mass pieces in the
other.hand. . Can you tell that the- .`
mass.. that you are holding in one
hand is more,ihan in the Other hand?

/
ActiVity ,23. WHAT'S ITS MASS ?.

: Pickup some of the heavy
objects_ on the table. What -the
masS Orth'e brick? Guess: Write
,yofti:guess_"on a sheet of paper.
What about the bbx -of rice? What isit mass? Guess: ,The apple?: Now
use the kilogram scale to find' the
massOf each of these. -.flow close
;was -your guess to the- real Mass?

O
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Using metrics at Work and at Home

What are some things, whose
mass yo6 might want to find What
are some jobs where _you will need
to find the' miss of things?. As .you
look at the .examples that :follow,,.
think-of soMe.otherthings and ,-

placeg,whete,you woujduse mass.,

Here is a picture ofl.a'man.
-stand%nt on" a scale. Be is not very
happy. H4"- mass is:to6 much. (You
might' say that be is"'.Massive!,) -He
keeps thinking of' wirt he will look
like if he can lowe his

When yop find a person's mass,
you use kilograms. In this picture.
some army recruits, are having their
masses measure,d. The massof each
one in kilograms. An.
average woman has a-masS of 50 Or'
55.,kilograms. An. average, has a.

. amass or 80 or 90,kilogram.s. A
heavyweight' boxer'sbeSt fighting,
mass(ds about 100 kg: If he tips
the stales at-106 tg,hirs trainer
mightthink he is too fat

, 4
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We know that the mass of people
s.given in kilog'rams. What else?

Lodk at the picture of the grocery
store,. Here is a clerk making a

.'display\.of coffee cans. Each can
,ha.s% a mass of 1. kg._ What else in
the picture come-s in- "kilograms?
Sugar, flour and potatoes are 'some
of the thing.n a store 'that come

-

e

r

Q

o

O

fl
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ighen.-semeone buys nails , that
pers'on often buys them by, the
kilogram, In this. picture, a person
is buying 2 ,,kg of, nails. The
hardware store 'clerk is measuring
out °2 kg of nails op the kilogram
'scale. What `else i.n the hardware
store would come in kilograms?

aWC111,2); CID L..

Q.

6 6-

/-"'"%. C
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GRAMS'

We aften want to find the mass
of something that is -less tfian one
kilogram. In Activity 23, is the
mass of the apple lcilogiam?
Probably not. What is its mass?
Ite need to have a unit ef-_mass that
is smaller than- a'ki'legram. In the
metric. system iiO use the gram.7- Thel
-symbol use(' 4'01- grams.

PO`ing Metrfc.ActivitieS

Ptctivfty 24. GRAM91:GRAMS, GRAMS

Go to the resource
Pick up a'l g '(1 gram) mass.piece.
Put.2 g in your_other hand. Can
you tell,,the difference? Put these
mass pieces back on the table. Get
a partner, close ydur eyes, and have
youriparther'put g in one of your.
'.hands and 10 g in the other hand.
Can_you;tel1 which hand has'the 5
g,ramS and, which has the fOgrams?..
Keep your eyes closed., Have your

,;; partner put some mass ieces in one
hand. Try to 'guess the mass. After
severai turnstrade places and you
put-tti6 mass pieces in your partner's
hand.' Let ydur partneY guess the
Mass.

'.4

s
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Acivity 25. GUI1S AN FIND T! :,MASS,,

.

On the resource table are some
small objects: paper clip, nickel,
sugar cube, pencil, sunglasses, and
metric ruler. Guess the mass of '

.each object. Write your guesseS:on
a sheet' of paper. (Reinember to use

g for 'grams, when' you write youx_
guess.) . Now find the exaot.mass of

the,dbjects, now close are your
zpessps?- _Find some other objects.
First guess theit masses and then
measure them.

0

4

."

O
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Using Metrics at Work

Who uses grams? This-.perSOn is

archild care aide. These aides often
btijr paint and other supplies in
powdered form. , In the picture the
aide is mixing some paint,. Thb
paint come in a 250 g container. \\

vs"
-

When you go to the post office
to mail,,,,an envelope or a small
package, the postal clerk will find

its as.s in grams. A. gram scaac is
used to find the mass. If you
bring a' heavy pack* to ihe,i)ost

office, the postal clerk might need.

to uLe a kilogram scale. Post
off ice workers need to knoW hotFto
use both a kilogram scale and' a

gram scale.
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GRAMS KILOGRAMS

4. There are'1000:grams in one.
kilogram. This Means that 2000
grans is the same as 2.kg, 3Q00
gtams is the same as 3.kg, 4000
g is the same as 4 kg, 5000 g. is
the same as 5 kg, 12 000 g is the
same as 12 414, and so on.

What if youhave something
with a mass of 14 kg? How 'many
grams is this? Again

1 kg'=.1000 g
2 kg = 2000 g
3-kg = 3000 g
4 kg = 4000 g
9 kg = 900_0 g

10 kg = 10 000 g
And so,

14 kg = 14 000 g

Now you try some. Complete he
chart on this "page.;, When you have
finished, check.your answers with
the answers on pate-ae

38--

kg.

kilogiams
g

grams

1
/

1000/

c I .

/

3
,

41500

37 .3;7 000

46
,

' ?7$' 000

4'1
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Doing Metric Activities

Activity 26. Wila WHEAT

Look at boxes, cans, and sacks.
of food. What is the Mass of each
one?' Look.at light and heavy
things. If you can, bring sonic to
class. Empty the box, can, or sack
and find the mass of the contents.
Was the label right?

Activity 27_TilINK MASS

Who do'you know that has to
find themass of things when they
work? Do they use a gram scale or a
kilogram scale? that other jobs are
-there where the masses or things are
measured?. Talk about. it. a

METRIC TONS

When someone has to rind the
mass of somethlg that is very heavy;
that person uses a metric ton. A
metric' ton is 1000 kilograms. The
symbol t/ is used for metric ton.

What kind of things have masses
Metricetric tons? Large shipments-of

,things like corn and wheat are in
metric tons. Other things with
masses metric tons are trucks,
large animals such as elephants,'
and nirplanqs. An elephant can have
a mass of up to 6 metric tons.

o
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LITRES

We measure things like water,
milk, and cooking oil by pouring
them into, measuring cups. We
measure such things as salt and
sugar in the same way. We buy oil,
gasoline-, or paint by the container.
Containers come, in different sizes.
Each size tells' us how much the
container holds.

One of the units that are used.
to find out how much something holds
is the litre. The symbol 1 is used
for litres. , If you have 25 litres,
you-would write 25 1. Make sure
that you put in the space so that it
does not look like 251. If you
think that someone might not know
what y.0 mean, write the entire word
litr' The Doing Metric Activities
sect.on will help you get a feeling
for the size of a litre.
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.Doing Metric Activities

Activity 28. um OF LITRES

Go to the resource table. Here
?You will finksome things that hold
one litre. Pick one up; turn it
`around; get a Feel for how big it
is. FilT it with rice, sand, flour,

-sugar, water, and so on.. Are there
any boxes, cans, bottles, or sacks
that say they holda If so,
pour everything out of one of -these
into the litre measuring-cup. Is
it really a litre?

Activity 29: GUESS LITRES

Ga.to the resource table. You
should find a paper cup, juice glass,
can of sort,driflk, casserole dish,
an'd frying pan. How many Litres do
each of the'se hold? Guess! Write
down your guesses on a sheet of
paper. Now use the litre cup and
check your guesses. Check with
other people in class.

Activ it y 30. PILL TILE BUCKET

Get .a bucket and a litre
measuring cup. How maoy litres will
the bucket hold? Guess! 'Fin the
litre cup with. water. Pour the
water in the bucket. On the bucket,
mark the- height of the water with'a
`waterproof marker. Fill the cup
again, pour the water in the bucket,
and make a new r,rk. Keep doing
this until the bucket is full. flow

many litres did the bucket hold?
How close is your guess?

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Using Metrics at Work and at Home

This man -knows that his baby is
hungry. He has gone to the
refrigerator to get some milk. lie

is taking a litre of milk out of the':.
refrigerator. Milk comes in litres.
Ycu use litres-to measure large
amounts of liquid.

'The baker is usi.ni a litre cup
to measure the sugar_Cor his recipe.
When you cook with suear you will
use litres or parts of litres. '.,You -

will use a lltre cup to measure
sugar.
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.This Woman is buying some paint.
-The cans are 'in Titres. Paint will
be sold in one litre, two :litre, and
'four :titre cans.'

t't.
Milk, paint, and sugWare just

a few of the things youwill use in
litres. Some other things that will
come in litres are .gas. and oil for a
car, soft drinks, beer and wine.

0 I
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.MILLILITRES

There are times when, a litre:js
too big. A smaller for.
measuring watery milk, sugar, and so
on Is a millilitre: There are 1Q00.
millilitres in one litre. The
symbol for millilitre.is ml. 37 ml'
means 37 millilitres. Ybu,will
measure millilitres with either
millilitre spoons or small -

measuring cups.

Doing Metric Activities

Activity 31.. SPOONS
9

On the resource table are some
. millilitre measuring spoons and some

medicine bottles.. How many
millilitres does each bottle hold?
Use the/spoons to find out. how do
you know how 'much each spoon,liolds%
Can you think of any ether places
you would.use'millilitie spoonS?
Talk about some of the placeS.with
other students.

-44-



,ACtivity 32 . :OMIX BREAK
o

With the -help of the other

studentsmake.a pot of coffee. Jf

you have enough coffee drinkers, use.-'

2 litres of water and eight 15 ml

-spoons.of coffee. Use the

millilitre spoons-for the sugar and'

,cream. How many millilitres of

sugar and cream do you take in your

Coffee?

Activity,,35% CAN CAN

On the table mre some cans.

How many millilitres does each Can

hold? Mark your answer on a sheet

f paper. If each person could eat

1200 ml, how many people would each

can serve?

Activity 34. LET'S EAT

On the next four Pages are four

recipes. With the help of the rest

of the class, fix each recipe.

.
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Ilillispread-for Bread

50 PA( evAbka .3010c7//

tX 1%-i 'A tkst.a.

.6600 D//. 0
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Metric Egg Salad
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c1-fa p 30 nst
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Metric Toss-UP\
SERVES +

ash-

head lettuce
IMMO MEM. 'IMMO IMMO 1101 IMMO 111 1 8 .11.01 "MINIM .110

I.

Add ih a bowl I'

ml
-radishes- Slice

60 ml carrots
4141.

120 ml

I 'SUMO MIMS

Add //

.60 ml salad dressing

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -48-
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Fudge Metribites

MAKE.51143t!T6'

0-01'
%.0

5m1

/41KWt

0101°. -es

0 .1,
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Using Metrics at.WoAc and at Hom

This woman cooking. She is
measuring the amount of salt that
she,needs a' millilitre epoon.'
What else does she measure in ,

millilitres? Look at the picture!
Some of the things are baking soda,
olive oil.and spices.

1
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You would use millilitres for
more than cooking. The man-in this
picture is giving his child medicine.
qe*is Using:a-5 ml spoon./

`What are some other places
Where you might use millilitres?"
Some things come in packages that
are marked in millilitres. Small
amounts of milk come 'in 100 ml and
SOO ml sizes; beer comes in 340 MI
and 625 ml sizes; shampoo comes in'
25 ml and SO ml sizes.

. Who: else needs td know how to
measure in.litres or millilitres?
With the rest of your class, can
you think of other jobs where people
have to. use millilitres?

O
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, \L4TRES-MLELILITRgS

, \ ,

-There are 1000millilWes' in
one litre. This Means\th,a-t,.

.

1

,

1000 ml is ;the, same. as 2 lieres'
3000 ml is the same-4,s 3 1,itres

...k,
4000 ml is the' same as 4 litrs

1....-
5000 ml is the same as 5 1fta-9.

. 15-000, ml is the same as 13 litres
0 0

0

O

lidg

:)
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and so on.

What 11 you had something.tht
held 14, litres? How many
millilitres is this? Again

- 1 litre = 1000 ml
2 litres 7 2000 ml

litres = 3000 ml
'9 litres = 9000 inl
10 litres = 10 000 ml

And so,
14 litres = 14 000



O

Now you try some. "Complete.the'
chart below; When you have finished,'
turn to page 61 and check your
answers.

litres
mlo

millilitres

1060

3 N

50Q0

7000-

10 10.000

17 000

38,

42 000

74

96 000
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TEMPERATURE

C

--4
00--g
110

10 '

60

SO

40

3G

70

10
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DEGREES CELSIUS

Thermometers are used to measure

temperature. For example, we ofte6

want to know the temperature of.

persons, of rooms, of ovens, of the

outdoors.

The metric thermometer is called

a Celsius thermometer. It was named

after the man who created it, Anders

Celsius.

Temperatures are given in

degrees Celsius (°C). Water boils at

about. 100°C (100 degrees Celsius).

It freezes at about 0°C (zero degrees

Celsius). A normal body temperature

is about 37°C.

Doing Metric Activities

Activity 3S.' READING DEGREES

Your teacher will use the

§saCelsius demonstration therMometer
and show you how o read it.

Activity 36 EMPERATURES

You will find sone thermometers

and some cans oLwater .n the
resource table. Some water will be

very hot and some will be cry cold.

Use the thermometer and Fin ,out how
hot or cold each can of water is.
hrite down your answer. Did

everyone in the class get the sa

answer? Why? How cold was the is

water? How hot was the boiling

water?

-54-
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Act ivity 37. AROUND AND ABOUT'

Take the temperature or the
.room at several places:

Near the window. Near the floor.
Near the ceiling. Near the door.
In, the middle of the room.

Are the readings all the same?.., If'
they are' different, can you tell why?

Activity '38. IN AND our

Take sonic temperatures outside.

In the sun. Under-a tree.
In a car. Next to the building.
In the shade. Next to a window.

Make-sure you stay in. each place
long enough fosthe thermometer to
change. What is-the highest
temperature? What is.the lowest?
How much difference is there between
the highest and the lose t?

Activity 39. FEVER

The teacher will show you how
to read a clinical Celsius
demonstration thermometer. How is
normal temperature shown on the
thermometer? When does someone have
a fever? What is a high temperatdre*:

Activity 40. BODY TI211,

.Use one of the olinical
thermometers and take your
temperature. Is your temperature
37°C?

THE CENTEtt FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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Using Metrics, at Work and at Home

"When someone is sick, you* can
take that person's temperature with
a thermometer. The temperature
reading will tell if you need to
call the doctor. The man fn the
picture is taking his child's
temperature. .

A person who is not sick will
have a temperature of about 37°C.
If their temperature is 39°C or
higher, they are pretty sick.
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You also use-degrees Celsius in
cooking and baking. When you use
.the oven you need to set the correct
temperature. Cakes and cookies are
baked at around 170°C. Bread is
baked at 2001C. A very slow oven
would he 120°C. A hot oven is
210°C, and a very hot oven is about .

240°C. When cooking candy the
thermdmeter should reed 120°C.

0
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The man in the picture just got
a heating bill. It'is cold outside
and hot inside. One look at the
Celsius thermometer tells him just
how hot it is. What-can he do to
make the_ room cooler? Would that
save him money?

_._+.
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. People who'install.heating and
cooling systems in homes and
,businesses. use thermometers. People
.in nursing and medicine use
.thermometers. People who work.in
animal-clinics also use
thermometers. People who work in
plant nurseries use thermometers.
Can you think of other kinds of jobs
Where:using thermometers is
.important?

You have nernhished this
workbook. As you have gone 'thro'ugh
this Wok you have read about.the
metric system, you have used the
metric system, and "you have read
about people using the metric system
at home and at work. You are now
ready to use the metric system at
hoMe, at work, and at play.

0
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ANSWERS

Page 6

There are 10 decimetres in one
metre. -

Page 7

There are 10.centimetre's in one
decimetre.

There are 100 centimetres in one
metre.

Page 1.6 Activity 16.

100 mm = 10 cm

120 mm = 12 cm

Page 38

THE
--; '-
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kg
kilograms

g
. grams

1 1000

2 2000-

3000

4 '4000

37. 37 0.00

46. 46 000

,78 78 000
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,Page 53

1 ml
litres milli.litres

1 lobo

. 2000

5000

4 ,4000

5 5000

7' 7000
.

10. 10 000

12 12 000

-17" 17 000 .

' 38
.

38 000

42 42 000

F
74 174 000

96 96 000
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INDEX Of! OCCUPATIONS

ArMy recruit 32 Nurse

Nursery worker

\,

\
A

Baker 57
N

Bus driler ,

.

21 Painter,

Boxer 32 Paper hanger

Parent 42, 51,

Carpenter 19 Pilot

Carpet salesperson 26' Plumber'

Child care aide
-%

37 Police officer .

Cook 50, 57J Post office clerk

Customer :26, 42, 43

Sales clerk 12, 26, 27, 33,

Doctor 56
Shoe clerk

Farmer 29
Tailor 13-,

4
Firefighter 2z

Taxi "driver
6 .

Truck driver
Grocer 33

Veterinarian
Hardware store clerk 34

vrt

Heating, ventilating, :end
air conditioniEg service
person

59
Wallpaper hanger
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